In this work we present four different results concerning the signature and the cubature of fractional Brownian motion (fBm). The first result regards the rate of convergence of the dyadic approximation of the expected signature of the fBm to its exact value, for a value of the Hurst parameter H ∈ ( 1 2 , 1]. We show that the rate of convergence is given by 2 −2Hm , where 2 −m is the size of a single time step of the dyadic approximation. We believe that this rate is sharp as it is consistent with the result of Ni and Xu [15] , who showed that the sharp rate of convergence for the Brownian motion (i.e. fBm with H = 1 2 ) is given by 2 −m . The second result regards the bound of the coefficient of the rate of convergence obtained in the first result. For this result we also analyse the behaviour of this bound as the number of iterated integrals of the signature of fBm goes to infinity, showing that the bound of the 2k-th term in the signature is uniformly bounded by
Introduction
The signature of a d-dimensional fractional Brownian motion is a sequence of iterated Stratonovich integrals along the paths of the fractional Brownian motion; it is an object taking values in the tensor algebra over R d . Signatures were firstly studied by K.T.-Chen in 1950s in a series of papers [2] , [3] and [4] . In the last twenty years the attention devoted to signatures has increased rapidly. This has been caused by the pivotal role they have in rough path theory, a field developed in the late nineties by Terry Lyons culminating in the paper [11] , which is also at the base of newly developed theory of regularity structures [10] . The signature of a path summarises the essential properties of that path allowing the possibility to study SPDEs driven by that path.
In 2015 Hao Ni and Weijun Xu [15] computed the sharp rate of convergence for expected Brownian signatures. They obtained a rate of convergence of 2 −m , where 2 −m is the size of the mesh of the dyadic approximation. However, for fractional Brownian motion no progress has been made in this direction. In particular, the rate of convergence for the expected signature of the fractional Brownian motion is not known for any value of the Hurst parameter H ∈ [0, 1]. This article address this problem, obtaining the rate of convergence for H ∈ ( 1 2 , 1]. In order to obtain it we used the results of Baudoin and Coutin [1] . Indeed, in 2007 Baudoin and Coutin computed the expected signature for fractional Brownian motion for H > 1 2 and also for small times for H ∈ ( ). Further works that analyse the properties of the signature of the fBm are [6] and [14] among others. In this work we focus on the weak rate of convergence and we refer to the work of Friz and Riedel [8] for the strong rate of convergence. They obtained a rate of 2 −Hm , while here we obtain a weak convergence rate of 2 −2Hm .
Moving away from the dyadic approximation and focusing just on the expected signature, we recall the work of Chevyrev and Lyons [5] . In [5] they showed that the expected signature has infinite radius of convergence, but not a factorial decay. In this work we show that the expected signature has a factorial decay, indeed the bound for the 2k-th term of the signature is simply given by 1 k!2 k for all H. The sharp decay rate is expected to be 1 (2kH)! , but it remains an open problem. In the H > 1 2 case, our result gives an alternative proof, with sharper estimates, that the expected signature of fractional Brownian motion has infinite radius of convergence, which by [5] implies that the expected signature determines the signature in distribution. Our estimate is also sharper than the one obtained by Friz and Riedel [9] , who proved a factorial decay of 1 (k/2)! .
In 2003 Lyons and Victoir [13] developed a numerical methods for solving parabolic PDEs and general SDEs driven by Brownian motions called cubature method on Weiner space. In the cubature method the first step is to obtain the cubature formula in which the truncated signature of a path (in the case of [13] is the Brownian motion) is matched to a finite sum of Dirac delta measures applied to the iterated integrals of deterministic paths. In this work we give an extension of this result by obtaining the cubature formula for the fractional Brownian motion for a particular case. This paper is structured in the following way. In section 2 we introduce some notations and state the main results. In section 3 we will discuss about preliminaries involving definitions and the results of other authors. In section 4, 5 and 6 we prove the first three main results of the article. In section 7 we discuss the fourth result whose proof is in the Appendix due to its long computations.
Main Results
In this section we introduce the main results of the article. But first, we introduce some notations. The notations used in this work are in line with the ones used in the papers of Baudoin and Coutin [1] , Lyons [11] , and Lyons and Victoir [13] and in the book by Lyons, Caruana, and Lévy [12] . The Fractional Brownian motion is defined as follows.
Definition 2.1. Let H be a constant belonging to (0,1). A fractional Brownian motion (fBm) (B H (t)) t0 of Hurst index H is a continuous and centered Gaussian process with covariance function
From now on we will denote B H := B. For H = 1 2 then the fBm is a Bm. Further, the multi-dimensional fractional Brownian motion has coordinate components that are independent and identically distributed copies of one dimensional fBm. Now, we define the simplex
Further, we define the following iterated integrals. Let I = (i 1 , ..., i k ) ∈ {1, .., d} k be a word with length k then
where B is the fractional Brownian motion with Hurst parameter H and B m is its dyadic approximation. In addition, B i is the i-th coordinate component of the fBm B and the iterated integrals can be defined in the sense of Young [16] . Moreover, the dyadic approximation B m is defined as follows. Let
From now on we will denote t m i := t i . We can now present our main results. The first result is about the rate of convergence of the expected signature of the dyadic approximation of the fBm to its exact value.
.., i 2k ) be a word where i l ∈ {1, ..., d} for l = 1, ..., 2k, then for all m
where C is a finite constant and independent of m.
It is important to stress that for the Brownian motion case, i.e. H = 1 2 , Ni and Xu in [15] proved that the sharp rate of convergence is given by 2 −m , which is in line with the result presented here. Moreover, the proof used in [15] cannot in principle be used to prove our result since Ni and Xu used the independence of the increments property (i.e. the semigroup property) of the Brownian motion, which does not hold for the fBm. Conversely, the proof used to prove Theorem 2.2 is based on the integral form of the covariance function of the fBm which is valid only for H > 1 2 , hence our proof cannot in principle be used to prove the result in [15] . In the next theorem we focus on and refine the value of the coefficient C of the previous theorem and we provide a bound for it. Theorem 2.3. Let H > 1 2 . Letting I = (i 1 , ..., i 2k ) be a word where i l ∈ {1, ..., d} for l = 1, ..., 2k, then lim sup
where A is a finite constant and independent of m and k.
The following theorem provides a bound for the value for the expected signature of the fBm. As mentioned in the introduction the following result is a sharper estimates than the one obtained by Chevyrev and Lyons [5] and the one by Friz and Riedel [9] . Our result in particular implies, in the H > Therefore from the previous lemma we have
Further, recall Theorem 31 of [1] .
We now move toward the cubature method and we introduce two definitions of the cubature formula. Both are introduced in the work of Lyons and Victoir [13] .
We denote by R m [X 1 , ..., X d ] the space of polynomials in d variables and of degree less than m. 
When d = 1, one talks about quadrature formulae rather than cubature formulae. Now we move from a finite dimensional space to the Wiener space, which is infinite dimensional. 
We say that the pathsω
and the positive weights λ 1 , ..., λ n define a cubature formula on Wiener space of degree m at time T, if and only if, for all
Notice that we wroteB i l t instead of B i l t for l = 1, ..., k in order to stress the fact that it is not a Brownian motion, since it is a Brownian motion for i l = 0 but for i l = 0 we haveB 0 t = t. In general, we say that the pathsω 1 , ...,ω n and the weights λ 1 , ..., λ n define a cubature formula on Wiener space of degree m if the expectations of the (Stratonovich)-iterated integrals of degree less than m are, under the Wiener measure and under the probability measure
the same. In this article, we do not deal with the concatenation step of the cubature method since we focus mainly in obtaining the cubature formula for the fractional Brownian motion. Indeed, while the concatenation for the Brownian motion case takes advantage of the independence of the increments (and so of the Markov semigroup property), for the fractional Brownian motion case these properties do not hold. Hence, the problem of the concatenation is an open problem and appears to be not at all trivial. 
As it is possible to see the two definitions coincide for H = 
Problem 1: Rate of convergence
The first result we show regards rate of convergence of the expected signature of the dyadic approximation of the fractional Brownian motion (fBm) to its exact value. The sharpness of the rate of convergence is a delicate matter and it will be discussed at the end of this chapter. In this chapter we prove theorem 2.2. As mentioned before, this theorem covers the weak convergence rate of the signature of the fBm. A previous result on the strong convergence rate was obtained by Friz and Riedel in [8] .
Recall from theorem 3.4 that we have
In order to understand this as a whole we need to first understand the single parts of it. In other words let us focus on 
To better understand this decomposition look at the upper triangle in Figure 1 (i.e. the triangle from the red diagonal to the up and left blue edges). The first integral is the small triangle in the lower left. From here you first move up and then move right. The last integral is the central yellow triangle in Figure 1 . For this integral the dyadic approximation and the exact value are equal, hence their difference is zero. This is because the dyadic approximation is equal to the exact value if the points in time considered coincide with the dyadic points.
What we want to show now is that for the other integrals the difference between the dyadic approximation and the exact value is going to zero as the dyadic time step goes to zero (i.e. m → ∞).
In order to facilitate the reading and understanding of the content of this chapter, instead of having a 7 page long proof we decided to split the proof of theorem 2.2 in different small propositions.
The following propositions regards the rate of convergence of each double integral of the right hand side of equation (7).
So let us focus on the integrals:
. We have the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1. The differences
. Figure 1 : Representation of the area of the double integral (7).
The same reasoning done for this integral applies mutatis mutandis to the integral
Let us focus on the integrals:
for H ∈ 1 2 , 1 , and by
for H = 1.
Proof. We have
Notice that every element in the numerators is smaller or equal than 2 −2Hm except (t q+1 − u) 2H and (t q+1 − t q−1 ) 2H for which the following relation holds (t q+1 −u) 2H ≤ (t q+1 −t q−1 ) 2H = 2 2H 2 −2Hm . Therefore, taking absolute value of each element we have
Now let's focus on the second part, that is
Notice that
where K is a finite constant independent of m. 
Finally consider the second case, i.e. |u − v| ≤ 2 2 m .
Moreover, since
then we can use the right hand side of the above inequality as the coefficient for the rate of convergence for the integral 
where A is given by
for H < 1, and
Proof. It is immediate from the previous propositions, from the fact that for the double integral t p t q t t q the difference is zero as discussed before and by considering equation (7) . Indeed, the difference for the double integral where t i ,t j ∈ {t q ,t q+1 , ...,t p−1 ,t p }. It is possible to see that this difference it is immediately zero. The second case is
where t i ∈ {t q ,t q+1 , ...,t p−1 }. This difference is equal to
This result could also be seen from the symmetric properties with respect to the diagonal of the function |t − s| 2H−2 .
Therefore, we can now do the proof of theorem 2.2.
Proof.
Now by using the relation
where a i , b i ∈ R for i = 1, ..., k, and by using proposition 4.4, this absolute value is bounded by
Consider now the single addends in the formula above. It is possible to see that each element is bounded by
The reason why we have l = 2 to k in the product does not matter. Indeed, once we take the integral to be over
is not important which permutation we consider. We can move the integrands around using Tonelli's theorem since they are positive value. Further, the above bound is the same as considering m = 0. This integral reduces to
Therefore, we can bound (8) by
where we have used the fact that ∑ σ ∈G 2k , which is the sum over all permutations of the set {1, ..., 2k}, corresponds to (2k!). Therefore we can rewrite the formula above as
where
This concludes the proof of the rate of convergence.
The sharpness of the bound is a delicate matter. From one side we always used sharp estimates for each value we considered in the proof of the theorem. Further, it has been proved by [15] that for the Brownian motion the sharp rate of convergence is 2 −m . Hence, we are confident that the rate of convergence obtained here is sharp. However, in order to be completely sure about it we need to prove that lim sup
This will prove sharpness of the rate of convergence. However, the dyadic approximation makes this idea extremely difficult to put in practice. This is because, when we focus on the double integral u<s<t<v , the dyadic approximation and the exact value for certain times are equal, in particular when the times u and v correspond to the times of the mesh of the dyadic approximation t q and t p respectively. Hence as m → ∞ the difference between the exact value and the dyadic approximation goes to zero discontinuously (or better continuously but with jumps/discontinuous point, i.e. stepwise). This makes the problem of the sharpness of the rate of convergence to appear impossible. A possible solution is to consider the iterated integral as a whole without focusing on the general double integral. But this seems a difficult way of dealing with the problem. Indeed, we proceeded on with this way at the beginning of this work but the result was a bound with a rate of convergence of 2 −2Hm but with a non integrable coefficient. For these reasons we are confident that the rate of convergence of 2 −2Hm is sharp. A final remark regards the fact that 2 −2Hm < 2 −m , which means that the difference goes to zero faster for the fBm than the Bm. This is an expected result since the fBm with H > 1 2 is a smoother path than the Bm. This higher smoothness is related to the positive correlation of the increments of the fBm with H > 1 2 . Indeed, we can see that the rate of convergence becomes smaller (hence the convergence faster) as the positive correlation (represented by H) increases.
Problem 2: Bound for the coefficient
As it is possible to see from equation (9) the coefficient of the rate of convergence goes to infinity as the degree of the truncated signature k goes to infinity. In other words, C → ∞ as k → ∞. In the following we show that the coefficient in fact goes to zero as k goes to infinity. In this chapter we prove the theorem 2.3.
Proof. First, multiply our main object of study
by 2 2Hm . We can use our estimates obtained in (8) to get:
We have not written it in absolute value because it is a positive value. Now, taking the limit as m → ∞. By dominated convergence theorem we obtain:
Moreover notice that the function f (t 1 , ...,t 2k ) defined as
is symmetric with respect to the diagonal. Hence we have,
Therefore we have that the formula (10) is equal to
Thus, the coefficient of the rate of convergence goes to zero as the number of iterated integrals increases (i.e. as the order of the signature increases) and it goes there very fast.
Problem 3: Estimate of the expected signature
In this chapter we shift the focus we had in the last two chapters. Our object is now just the expected signature of the fractional Brownian motion (fBm). We prove a simple but precise estimate for it. Indeed, we prove theorem 2.4. The proof of this theorem is very short since it relies on the computations done in the proof of theorem 2.3.
Proof. Consider the (truncated) signature of the fractional Brownian motion, we have
by the proof of theorem 2.3. Further, we have
In the next chapter we shift again our attention and we focus on the cubature method which uses the signature and its approximation in order to obtain numerical solutions of SDEs driven by the fBm. Indeed, one of the main reasons why we focused on these problems and tried to obtain these results is to provide good rigorous estimates (about the rate of convergence, the coefficient, the signature, etc..) to improve the theoretical capability of the numerical methods (mainly the cubature method) of obtaining good results in an efficient amount of time. This is fundamental since the cubature method can be a cumbersome method in some cases. Hence, having good theoretical estimates tells us the level of performance we can achieve, at least theoretically.
Problem 4: Cubature for fractional Brownian motion
In this chapter we obtain the cubature formula for the one dimensional fractional Brownian motion up to degree 5. As discussed before (see Section 3 and in particular definition 3.6), in order to obtain the cubature formula what we need to do is to find n paths and n weights such that
In our case, since we focus on the one dimensional case, i l ∈ {0, 1} for l = 1, ..., k. For i l = 0 we mean that B 0 t andω 0 j,t are both the path t (i.e.B 0 t =ω 0 j,t = t). On the other hand, for i l = 1 we mean thatB 1 t is the fractional Brownian motion at time t andω 1 j,t is the deterministic path (that we need to find) at time t that we denote ω j,t . Further, since we focus on degree up to 5 then k ≤ 5. In the Appendix 1 we provide a complete description of the iterated integrals we have to consider for this cubature formula, they are 17 in total. Further, again in the Appendix 1 we provide their values and the corresponding equations for the deterministic paths ω j,t . In this chapter we should prove theorem 2.5. However, due to the fact that the proof is mainly based on linear algebra computations, we decided to put the proof of this theorem in the Appendix (see Appendix 2). Now, we need to discuss some important remarks about this result. Given the definition of A m (see Remark 3.7) we have that the cubature formula obtained in theorem 2.5 is valid for the following degree
The reason why we have different degrees for different values of H is because we wanted to have the same cubature formula for different values of H. In particular, we wanted a cubature formula which was the same obtained by Lyons and Victoir in [13] for the Brownian motion of degree 5. In order to have it we needed to consider the same iterated integrals they considered.
In other words, we decided to fix the number of iterated integrals and so to fix the system of 17 equations we needed to solve in order to have a cubature formula that was exactly as the one of [13] for H = 1 2 . This had as a counterpart the fact that for high value of H the degree have to be decreased according to the definition of A m (see Remark 3.7). Further, in case we wanted to have a cubature formula for degree 5 (independently of H) then we would had to compute more iterated integrals than the ones we computed. In this way we would add more constraints ending up with a cubature formula different from the one of [13] .
Given that the concept of degree for a general stochastic process is not usually known, we introduce now a more general concept which is related to the degree and can be adapted to any stochastic process: the concept of order.
Definition 7.1. Let W be a stochastic process. We say that a set of words J is of order l with respect to the stochastic process W if for any dY t = V (Y t )dW t , where V is any smooth vector field, we have
∀t < ε, for ε small, and ∀ f smooth and bounded. Where c is a constant.
Further, we introduce the concept of cubature formula of order l. Using these definitions we can state that the cubature formula that we have obtained in theorem 2.5 is of order 5 2 . This is because the lowest order is obtained for H = 1 2 , which is the Brownian motion case for which we have an order of 5 2 . Indeed, for the fractional Brownian motion we can make the following remark. Remark 7.3. For the fractional Brownian motion, and so also for the Brownian motion, the relation between the order and the degree of a cubature formula is given by
Definition 7.2. A cubature formula of order l is obtained by matching
where H is the Hurst parameter.
Hence, precisely the order of the cubature formula of theorem 2.5 is
We conclude with a final remark on the solution(s) obtained for the cubature formula.
Remark 7.4. From the proof of this theorem (see Appendix 2) we obtain two solutions of our system of equations. In particular, we have only used one solution of the equation
.
The other solution is given by
The reason why we focused on the other solution and not this one is because Lyons and Victoir focused on that solution in their paper. They used MATHEMATICA to produce a solution, without explicitly justify their decision. However, both solutions are feasible for our system of equations (17). Hence, we have two valid solutions for the cubature formula of the fractional Brownian motion for this kind of structure (i.e. piecewise linear paths with change of slopes at t = 1 3 and t = 2 3 ). The reason why they did not justify their decision is probably due to the fact that the structure adopted is already arbitrary and hence it is important to have a solution and not to have a particular or unique solution.
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Appendix 1: Iterated integrals for the cubature method
In this appendix we study the iterated integrals with respect to the path (t, B H t ). Notice that we will use the notation B t := B H t . We will not consider the case of iterated integrals of time solely since they bring no information for the construction of the cubature. Further, we will use many times the following formula for the fractional Brownian motion:
In particular, we have: Degree= 1:
Degree= 2:
Degree= 3:
and
Degree= 4: 
Degree= 5:
Now we need to match them with the corresponding deterministic iterated integrals. In other words, we have For degree= 1:
For degree= 3:
For degree= 4:
For degree= 5:
10 Appendix 2: Proof of Theorem 2.5
In this appendix we present the proof of Theorem 2.5.
Proof. Let us now start to investigate the form of the functions ω j for j = 1, ..., n. 
Third,
Fourth,
Fifth,
The other 12 equations are automatically zero by the symmetric properties of the ω 1,s and ω ,s2 , and by the fact that ω 3,s = 0, since the 12 equations involve odd integrals of the ωs. Now we need to have maximum 5 unknowns in order to solve the system of equations. We have actually have 6 equations since the sum of the weights ∑ 3 i=1 λ i = 1, because we are considering a probability measure. Assume that
. With this formulation we have 5 unknowns which are a, b 1 , c 1 , λ 1 and λ 3 . The reason why b 0 and c 0 are not unknowns is because they have to take certain values in order to make the path ω 1,s continuous. Notice that λ 2 is not an unknowns since λ 2 = λ 1 . We have 5 unknowns for 6 equations there is a risk that the system cannot be solved. However, we hope that two of the 5 equations are the same. An alternative approach is to let the points where the slope changes, which we fixed to be at 
Consider now equation (14), we have ,
with the following unknowns λ 1 , λ 3 , a, b 1 , c 1 .
Consider the two equations in the system above .
By summing them, we have 1) .
as before. The other equations are straightforward to check. Therefore, our solution is consistent and, as we have seen before, when H = 1 2 our solution is the same solution obtained by Lyons and Victoir in their paper.
